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Whether gathering new experiences + skills at different restaurants, or traveling the world to gain 
inspirations from new cuisines + flavor profiles - broad exploration is an industry must for the 
culinary world. With Parts Unknown, Anthony Bourdain invites viewers to travel with him to 
“extraordinary locations around the globe to sample a variety of local cuisines.” Choose an episode 
to watch with your talking partner! 
PROMPT: Why is it important for chefs to explore new cuisines and cultures? How does this exploration 
manifest in their food?

“A short documentary about Jeff Koons, commissioned by MOCA Los Angeles for their 2017 gala 
honoring the artist. Narrated by Scarlett Johansson.” For more on Jeff Koons, explore here.  
PROMPT: How do Jeff Koons’s career and art embody broad exploration? How does this impact the breadth 
and reaction of his audience? How can you implement this approach in your line of work?

In one of the most watched Ted Talks of all time, “Sir Ken Robinson makes an entertaining and 
profoundly moving case for creating an education system that nurtures (rather than undermines) 
creativity.” For more by Robinson, look here! 
PROMPT: How does the public education system impact creativity and intelligence? Should national 
curriculum promote broad exploration, and how might this impact individual potential and society?

Bleeker believes that every professional can catalyze their creativity and productivity by constantly 
seeking out new learning opportunities and perspectives. There are many simple routines of 
exploration and experimentation that can be adopted to prepare your brain for cognitive, non-
routine work. Lisa Shalett presents a wonderful example of the creative and professional benefits 
of cultivating a broad exploration mindset. 
PROMPT: How can broad exploration fuel creativity and innovation? How might your personal + 
professional life benefit from this approach?
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